WisDOT Guide to Utility Coordination
Chapter 17

Utility Coordination on Local Projects

17.1 Introduction
The relocation and adjustment of utility facilities represents a major effort in the successful development of a
highway project. Utility companies, like highway agencies, are created to perform a specific public service. Both of
these public services require transportation routes. Often these routes parallel or cross each other. When
improvements are planned, conflicts may occur and adjustments are needed.
It is imperative that the impact of these highway and utility conflicts be kept to a minimum to provide services to
the public at the lowest possible total cost.
As with real estate parcels, utility parcels must be acquired before a project can be let to bid. It is the responsibility
of the agency acquiring the right of way to certify to the State that all real estate interests including utility interests
have been acquired.
This guide is intended to serve as a straightforward approach to utility acquisition by a local agency or their
consultant. For a more detailed explanation of some of the methods referred to in this guide, see FDM Chapter 18
or other chapters of “WisDOT Guide to Utility Coordination.”
While Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapter Trans 220 does not apply to projects on non-STH highways, the
utility coordination process for all highway improvement projects remains the same. Good utility coordination
practices, as set forth in this guide must be followed in order to have a successful local highway improvement
project.
Four parties are involved in utility coordination efforts on a non-STH (local) project: the design consultant, the local
government (Highway Agency), the Management Consultant (MC) and the WisDOT Bureau of Technical Services
Utility and Access Unit. This chapter will identify the roles and duties of each party. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with the way the local program projects are administered (i.e. the relationship between the design
consultants and the Management Consultant).
The Local Project Utility Coordination Task List Attachment 17.1.1 shall be filled out for each design contract. This
task list spells out which utility coordination activities the design consultant is responsible for. The list will vary from
project to project and from local government to local government. Some local governments prefer to take a more
active role in utility coordination activities and have the staff to do so. The task list is available as a MS-Word
document from the WisDOT Bureau of Project Development Consultant Section.
17.2 Investigation Stage
In order to properly determine which utility companies have facilities within the project area it will be necessary to
perform a thorough search of the records. The WisDOT Region Utility Coordinator will assist in providing a list of
utilities that may have facilities in the area of the project. This list may not be totally inclusive and must be checked
against other available information. Local governments should know what utilities have facilities within their
jurisdiction. Other sources may include the Register of Deeds, property owners in the area, and Diggers Hotline.
The MC, as part of the Field Review Checklist, will determine the number of utility coordination meetings required
on a project and whether detailed utility work plans will be required. See example Field Review Checklist in
Attachment 17.2.1. The Field Review Checklist is available as a MS-Word document from the WisDOT Bureau of
Project Development Consultant Section. An urban project should have at least two utility coordination meetings,
one early in design to identify utility facilities that should be avoided, and one later in design after the utility
companies have started to develop their relocation plans. See the “Operational Planning Meeting” and “Utility
Coordination Meeting” paragraphs in the “Coordination with Utilities” section below. Rural projects with very few
utility facilities, such as a small bridge replacement with no utility facilities on the bridge, may not require a utility
coordination meeting. The intent of the utility coordination meetings is to exchange information so that the total
project cost (highway and utility relocation) is minimized. Avoiding unnecessary utility relocations, and coordinating
various utility relocation plans to be the most cost-effective with the least amount of disruption to the highway
contractor is the goal of the utility coordination meetings. Hold enough utility coordination meetings to accomplish
this, but do not waste people’s time with unnecessary meetings. Experience with various types of highway projects
helps in determining how many meetings to hold.
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Utility work plans can vary in complexity from a simple one-sentence email from the utility company (for small rural
bridges where only one pole needs to be relocated) to a detailed multi-page narrative description with drawings
and time schedules for more complex projects. On some projects a one page narrative and schedule (with or
without a sketch) describing what will be done is sufficient. The MC will determine the level of complexity expected
in the work plans as part of the Field Review Checklist. There are three detail levels for work plans:
Simple – Short narrative or simple sketch
Medium – Proposed work drawings and work schedule required
Complex – Detailed work drawings and work schedule required, generally requires some coordination
during highway construction. Appropriate on urban projects and large rural projects with many utility conflicts.
When the utility owners are identified, the design consultant shall send each utility a “Facility Inquiry” letter and a
copy of the Concept Definition Report for the project. See Attachment 17.2.2. This letter can be combined with an
invitation to attend the Operational Planning Meeting or a utility coordination meeting early in the design process.
In this letter the utilities are asked to provide copies of facility maps showing the location of their facilities in the
project area. These maps should be used as reference only.
Another important aspect of the investigation stage is the field locates of utility lines. The design consultant shall
contact Diggers Hotline or the utility directly and have the lines marked in the field. These locations are then picked
up in the highway survey process and the facilities are shown on the highway plan. In the case of underground
lines it may be necessary to determine the depth of the lines to properly show the vertical locations on the highway
plans. This can be done by contacting the utility and asking them to cooperate in obtaining this information. If they
do not want to cooperate in exposing their facilities and/or providing the vertical location information, the utility
must be told to relocate completely out of the excavation limits. The permitting authority can help enforce this
provision.
17.3 Coordination with Utilities
The overall success of a street or highway project will often depend on the amount of time spent on coordinating
the relocation and adjustment of utility facilities. If proper coordination has not been done there will be time delays
and extra costs involved during the construction stage of the project. Several steps are necessary to ensure this
coordination effort is accomplished.
The highway designer is responsible for identifying any County or local ordinances that may affect utility
coordination requirements on the project.
The Operational Planning Meeting (OPM), or a utility coordination meeting early in the design process, should
be held as soon as the project concepts are developed. In most cases it will be beneficial to invite all utilities
having facilities in the project area. Making utilities aware of the project may have several positive impacts on your
project. Once utilities are aware of pending highway work they will place on hold any improvements they may have
proposed to their facilities in the area. Being knowledgeable of highway plans will also allow the utilities to program
funding to facilitate their relocations to accommodate the highway improvement schedule.
If utilities have facilities that would be costly to relocate they may inform the Highway Agency of this fact at the
OPM meeting and thereby provide the highway designer time to review alternate alignments to see if the utility
lines can be designed around. Often the costs of these adjustments are reimbursable and the Highway Agency is
in fact saving their own money by allowing the utility lines to remain in place. As with any highway improvement
project, the goal is to minimize the total project costs including utility relocations.
This early meeting can be used to notify utilities of areas where more specific location information will be needed.
For example, if a communication duct package crosses the right of way where a storm sewer will be needed, the
utility should be notified that we need the exact size and depth information of that duct package. It may be too
early in design to discuss the logistics of obtaining the location information, but the utility can be put on notice that
this will be required later in the design process. Since the objective of obtaining the information is to design around
the utility facility if possible, the utility company should be receptive to the idea of providing the information. Wis.
Stat. s. 182.0175(2)(a) requires that designers “plan the excavation to avoid to the extent possible interference
with” utility facilities. See Attachment 1.2.4.
Sending plans to utilities and approving their work plans is an important part of the utility coordination
process. Utility companies need sufficient time to design their facilities, order materials and schedule work crews
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prior to highway construction. In order for all of this to occur, the plans must be sent to utility companies as soon
as possible. It is desirable to have the utility relocations occur in the Fall of the year prior to highway construction.
This requires the designer to send the plans to the utilities in the Spring or early Summer of the year prior to
highway construction. Utilities must design their relocations, order materials and schedule construction operations
prior to ground freeze in the Fall. Winter construction is costly and in many cases impossible for utility relocations.
Attachment 17.3.1 is a sample of a cover letter sending plans to a utility company that has a compensable land
interest. Attachment 17.3.2 is a sample of a cover letter sending plans and other documents to a utility company
that does not have a compensable land interest.
The plan package sent to a utility should include a list of potential conflicts as identified by the designer. This list is
for information purposes and is the highway designer’s best estimation of potential conflicts based on the utility
facility location information that the designer has. The utility company is responsible for verifying this list and
identifying any other potential conflicts with their facilities. See Chapter 9, Identifying Utility Conflicts, for more
guidance.
The Highway Agency is responsible for acquiring any compensable utility land interests. They may hire the design
consultant to assist with this work.
After the utilities have designed their work plan, they will submit the work plan to the designer and the Highway
Agency that has permitting authority. The designer must review the utility work plan to assure there is no conflict
with the proposed highway plans. The designer or the Highway Agency should approve the work plan and inform
the utilities of the approval. The Highway Agency will review and approve the utility permit.
If the utility does not return their work plan by the due date, the designer needs to contact the utility and request
that they submit it as soon as possible. See Attachment 17.3.3 for a sample work plan reminder letter. It may
require continued contacts with the utility company in order to obtain the work plan. It is not acceptable to just say
that plans were sent to the utility but they never replied with a work plan.
Another important meeting is the Utility Coordination Meeting. Shortly after the plans have been provided to the
utilities a utility coordination meeting should be held. The purpose of this meeting is to inform the utilities of the
project concepts and schedules. Other items of interest to the utilities include: any special soil or geologic
conditions that may be present; right of way acquisition time lines; any special environmental concerns or
contaminated areas; any special permit requirements that may be required and any special community events that
might affect the construction schedule.
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has requested that the designer share with the utilities
any coordination that has been done with their agency. Many times the designer coordinates with the DNR and
then the utility has to duplicate that coordination with their work plan. Sharing the results of the designer’s efforts
and letting the DNR know that the utility work is related to the highway work can avoid contradictory guidance from
the DNR. This can save time and avoid duplication of efforts or unintended damage to the environment. The utility
still has to do its own coordination with the DNR, but it can be simplified and more efficient when the information is
shared. Different sections within the DNR review utility plans and highway plans. Notifying the DNR that the
designer has already coordinated on the project will enable the DNR reviewers to share information and eliminate
redundant or contradictory requirements.
In some cases it may be necessary to hold two or more utility coordination meetings. This is especially true in the
case of large rural projects or complex urban projects. It is recommended that if a second coordination meeting is
held it should be scheduled just before preparation of the Utility Special Provisions to ensure the information being
provided is as up-to-date and accurate as possible.
Coordination between PS&E and construction is important and critical to a successful project. This
coordination assures that utility work plans are followed and nothing is forgotten. The MC is responsible for
monitoring utility relocation activities during the period between PS&E submittal and the start of highway
construction. This includes notifying utilities of changes to Let dates and delays or advancements of construction
start dates. Design contracts may be written to assign this responsibility to the design consultant.
Utility work plans may propose that all utility facilities be relocated prior to highway construction. However,
sometimes there are communication breakdowns that result in utility relocation activities being delayed. Making
contacts with the utilities during this time period helps remind them of their commitments and confirms that the
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highway project is still on schedule. The utility companies may have additional questions that can be answered
when the contacts are made, such as “when will construction start?” “Where will they start?” “Can we hire the
highway contractor to perform some of our work?” and so on.
The utility company may also need construction staking done in order for them to place their facilities in the correct
location. This is a task on the Utility Coordination Task List. When the project is scoped an estimate should be
made of the number times that staking for utilities will be needed. The timing of when the staking is needed will
likely be during the period between PS&E and construction but may be just prior to PS&E or during construction.
The Highway Agency has a vested interest in getting the utility facility placed in the correct permitted location. A
wrong location can cost money and time during highway construction. Delays to contractors also translate into
increased user costs, which affect the traveling public.
17.4 PS&E Review
The PS&E that is submitted to the MC by the designer should include “Utility” special provisions that are based on
a utility company work plan, the Utility Status Report (DT1080), and copies of correspondence that documents
what is said in the special provisions and the status of any compensable utility interests. Proof of the completion of
the acquisition of any compensable utility interest is also required. Copies of signed documents are required.
The MC will review the materials submitted to assure that the utility coordination process has been followed and
that all utility facilities and land interests are accounted for. This includes checking the right of way plat to see that
all compensable interests have been identified and acquired.
The MC or the highway designer submits the Eplans PS&E package to WisDOT Central Office.
About a month prior to the Ad Meeting, which is six weeks prior to the letting, the Statewide Utility projects
Coordinator in the Bureau of Technical Services Utility and Access Unit reviews the Utility Status Report (USR) to
determine the status of any compensable utility interests. If the compensable interests are all shown as acquired,
the project is approved for advertising from a utility coordination perspective. If there are utility parcels that are not
acquired at the time of the PS&E submittal, the Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator will contact the MC and ask
for an update on the status of those parcels. The MC is given about a month to finalize any acquisitions that have
not been acquired. The MC works with the highway designer and/or the highway agency to complete any
outstanding acquisitions.
The Thursday before the Ad Meeting the Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator must submit recommendations to
the Ad Meeting Committee regarding the status of utility coordination on all of the projects in that month’s letting.
The Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator recommends that any projects that have outstanding utility parcels be
pulled from the letting.
17.5 Utility Coordination During Construction
During highway construction the construction project manager handles most utility coordination that is not the
responsibility of the highway contractor. If they are unable to resolve a utility conflict, the MC can be called upon to
assist in finding a resolution to the situation. This may require assistance from the highway designer if it is unclear
what is supposed to take place or what commitments were made during the design stage.
The Highway Agency is responsible for managing their right of way, including the permitting of utility facilities within
the right of way. Part of the permitting process includes making sure that utility facilities are placed at the location
shown on the approved permit and according to the schedule submitted with the permit. The Highway Agency is
also responsible for enforcing other permit requirements, such as erosion control and traffic control. Failure to
monitor utility construction activities may lead to unforeseen conflicts with the highway construction and potential
delays, which can increase construction costs.
If utility facilities are being relocated during construction, the construction project manager may have to provide
additional staking for the utility companies in order to assure that their facilities are placed in the correct location.
This could include but is not limited to staking of right of way, staking of back of curb, or staking of centerline.
See Chapter 19, “Preconstruction Meeting,” Chapter 20, “Conflicts During Construction” and Chapter 21, “Utility
Coordination During Construction” for additional guidance.
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17.6 Compensable and Non-Compensable Work
Payment for the cost of relocating utility facilities is based on the utility being able to prove and provide a land
interest in the land being acquired for highway use. A thorough search of the records must be made to validate the
utility’s interest. Wisconsin Statutes provide a provision whereby a utility can gain an interest in a property under
adverse possession or prescriptive rights. This process is explained in Wis. Stat. s. 893.28 (2), see Attachment
11.4.2.
When a utility is located on private property being acquired for a highway the utility is deemed to have an interest
in the real property. The cost of relocation or adjustment of its facilities to accommodate the highway improvement
is considered to be compensable. Conversely, when utility facilities are located on public highway right of way,
even if the City, Village, Town or County owns that right of way, the utility use is considered to be permitted and is
generally considered to be non-compensable. See Wis. Stat. s. 66.0831, Attachment 1.2.3.
The easiest way to determine if the utilities on your project are compensable or non-compensable is to review the
right of way plat. Compensable utility locations should be shown as utility numbers if the plat has been properly
prepared.
There must be a separate utility number for each compensable utility company with facilities on the project. When
one utility company has multiple facilities on the project, for example gas and electric, it may be necessary to
designate a separate utility number for each type of facility. This will greatly reduce the problems in understanding
the estimate and make it easier to track the compensable cost at billing time.
17.7 Funding
The preferred way to fund compensable utility relocations on local transportation projects in an approved
federal aid improvement program is for local units of government to fund 100% of the utility portion of the
project. This includes utility facilities owned by municipalities, cooperatives, private individuals or companies.
Although acquisition of utility parcels is technically eligible for participation, it is not the preferred method for
funding compensable utility relocations on these projects.
In order to reduce administrative costs, only large compensable utility relocations (in excess of $50,000 per utility)
are eligible for Federal/State funding. Smaller compensable utility relocations will continue to be funded entirely by
the Highway Agency. WisDOT staff and MC staff that review and approve utility agreements and invoices will be
charging time to the design project ID or the construction project ID. The amount of time involved is dependent on
the complexity of the project and the adequacy of information provided for review.
The State/Municipal Agreement for a Highway Improvement Project (SMA) includes discussions about both
compensable and non-compensable utility costs. Compensable utility costs are for utility facilities in areas where
the utility has a land right and is therefore eligible for compensation. Generally this is in new right of way. These
costs should be shown under the Real Estate Acquisition Costs portion of the SMA. The compensable utility costs
are shown as a separate line item under the Real Estate Acquisition Costs and labeled as “Compensable Utility
Costs.” Usually these costs will be 100% locally funded. In some cases these costs may be funded with
participation (Federal or State) depending on the program in question.
Non-compensable utility costs are generally shown under the Construction Costs portion of the SMA. They are
labeled “Non-Participating Items” and generally include city sewer and water and/or other non-compensable utility
moves that are required to be performed by the contractor. These costs are 100% locally funded. See FDM 3-1-10
for more information about including non-participating sewer and water work on a highway improvement project.
The non-compensable utility work that will be performed by the utility outside of the project and/or prior to
construction is generally not included in the SMA.
On projects funded through the Local Roads Improvement Program (LRIP), utility relocations are not eligible
costs. (ch. Trans 206.03[9] Wis. Adm. Code). They are also not eligible under right of way acquisition costs. (ch.
Trans 206.03[9] Wis. Adm. Code).
Purchases of real estate or utility interests by local units of government do not get credited to their contribution to
the project. If the locals fund 100% of the real estate or utilities, this is by choice. If they choose to request funding
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participation from a Federal/State fund source, they are responsible for their local matching funds depending on
the program in question. Work credits are not possible for local road system projects.
All utility projects with Federal/State funding, regardless of program, must have a separate utility project ID. When
Federal/State funding is used for utility relocations, this should be spelled out in the SMA as mentioned above.
17.8 Using Federal Funding for Utility Relocation Costs
Generally a set amount of money is allotted to a project and that money can be spent on various aspects of the
project. In some cases this dollar value is capped at a set amount. The MC is responsible for watching the total
costs for a project or family of projects. They must alert WisDOT and the local government as project costs
increase.
The local government should fully understand that State delivery costs are added to all State or Federally funded
projects. Also, local governments must abide by all State and Federal requirements when they use Federal money
for utility relocations. This may increase the total costs.
Utility company cost estimates are subject to market fluctuations and resource shortages caused by national or
international events. Using State or Federal funding will require that the utility be compensated for the actual costs
incurred. This could lead to increased project costs when prices rise. When local funding is used, a municipality
can negotiate agreement terms that may be fixed and more favorable to the community. At the time the SMA is
developed, it is extremely difficult to estimate utility relocation costs because there is no highway design to look at
to determine what conflicts exist.
Utility relocation costs are an eligible cost for Federal or State funding if the costs are compensable under State
law. In Wisconsin, utility facility relocations are only compensable when the utility holds a valid land interest and
conveys that land interest to WisDOT. That interest may be an easement, a prescriptive right under Wis. Stats. s.
893.28, or a Conveyance of Rights document from a previous project.
If the decision is made to use Federal/State funding on utility relocations, the SMA funding table must reflect this.
In addition, the SMA boilerplate includes specific language for both compensable and non-compensable utility
relocations. A utility project ID must be assigned and an estimate of the costs for that project ID must be included
in the funding table of the SMA for projects that will use Federal/State funds for compensable utility relocations.
A 3-party utility agreement (Form DT2244, Attachment 17.8.1) will be used between the utility company, the local
government, and WisDOT. This agreement requires the utility company (Utility) to provide a release of rights
document to the local government (Municipality), the Utility submits invoices to the Municipality, and the
Municipality will pay the Utility and then seek reimbursement from WisDOT Bureau of Technical Services Utility
and Access Unit. The request for reimbursement will be supported by the invoice and documentation from the
Utility. The Municipality will certify that the work was done according to the agreement.
The process:
1. The Municipality requests the use of Federal/State funds. Only utility relocations in excess of $50,000 per
utility, not per project, are eligible. If approved, the SMA is written to include separate project ID numbers
for each compensable utility. The estimated utility relocation dollars are assigned to each project ID.
2. After the highway design is substantially complete, the Municipality sends the highway plans, right of way
plat, release of rights document, and 3-party utility agreement form (DT2244) to the Utility and requests
the Utility prepare a relocation plan and estimate to be returned along with the other signed documents.
3. The Utility prepares their relocation plan and estimate, and has the release of rights document and 3-party
utility agreement signed by the proper company officials. These documents are then returned to the
Municipality.
4. The Municipality reviews the returned documents and, if acceptable, signs the 3-party agreement and
forwards it, along with a copy of the signed release of rights document, relocation plan and estimate, and
right of way plat showing compensable areas, to the MC.
5. The MC Utility Coordinator will review the agreement to make sure that only compensable costs are being
included, and that all WisDOT and Federal requirements are met. The MC Utility Coordinator is
responsible for making sure that the appropriate forms are used. They are also responsible for making
sure that the required State and Federal agreement provisions are enforced.
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6. The MC will forward the documents (agreement, relocation plan and estimate, right of way plat showing
compensable areas, and release of rights document) to the Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator in the
Bureau of Technical Services Utility and Access Unit.
7. The MC will forward a copy of the draft utility agreement and estimate dollar value to the Region Local
Program FIIPS Coordinator. The FIIPS Coordinator will change the FIIPS Review Control Code to “F.”
8. The Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator will have the Manager of the Real Estate Acquisition and
Services Section sign the 3-party utility agreement.
9. A copy of the signed 3-party utility agreement is returned to the MC, who then returns it to the Municipality.
10. The Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator will forward a copy of the signed 3-party utility agreement to the
Bureau of State Highway Programs, Program Finance Section. The Program Finance Section requests
the Bureau of Business Services, Fiscal Services Section to authorize the project for charging and
changes the FIIPS Review Control Code to “G.” The Fiscal Services Section requests Federal
authorization (Form 37). The project ID is authorized for charging when Federal authorization is received.
After obtaining approval from FHWA, the Fiscal Services Section changes the FIIPS Review Control Code
to “H.”
11. This copy of the signed 3-party utility agreement is then forwarded to the Bureau of Business Services,
Expenditure Accounting Unit where the funds are encumbered in EAPS.
12. After receipt of the fully signed 3-party utility agreement, the Municipality sends a copy to the Utility, and
authorizes the Utility to begin work.
13. The Utility will do its relocation work and then send a bill to the Municipality with the appropriate level of
documentation justifying the costs incurred and explaining any overages from the estimate.
14. The Municipality will pay the Utility and seek reimbursement from WisDOT.
15. The Municipality will send a request for reimbursement (Request) for the amount billed by the Utility to the
MC. The detailed bill and documentation from the Utility will be attached to the Request from the
Municipality to document the actual costs. The detailed costs from the Utility must be similar in nature to
the original estimate so that a comparison can be made. Variations in actual costs from the estimate are
expected. Large deviations (over 15%) from the estimated costs should be supported by an explanation of
why the costs increased (or decreased). The MC Utility Coordinator will review the bill and compare it to
the estimate. If the costs and materials are similar, or large variations are explained, the MC Utility
Coordinator will forward the Request and attachments to the Bureau of Technical Services Utility &
Access Unit. The Utility & Access Unit will approve the Request and forward the Request to the Bureau of
Business Services, Expenditure Accounting Unit for payment.
As mentioned above, the Municipality will request reimbursement for the full amount billed by the Utility.
Any project cost sharing will be dealt with through the normal process covered by the SMA.
16. Depending upon project funding, the Fiscal Services Section either will request a check to the Municipality
for the Federal/State share of the utility costs or reduce the local share amount due from the Municipality.
The Bureau of Technical Services Utility & Access Unit is responsible for conducting an auditing process of the
federally funded utility relocations for quality assurance purposes. Not all projects will be audited; a sampling of the
projects will be audited periodically. This will be done in conjunction with the periodic Quality Assurance Reviews
of the WisDOT Region Offices. The Division of Transportation Investment Management, State Highway Programs,
Contract Audit and Administration Section will conduct additional financial audits of audit agreements.
17.9 Compensable Cost Estimate
When it has been determined that a utility must adjust or relocate facilities on highway right of way within the
taking area of the new roadway, it will be necessary for the utility to prepare a detailed estimate outlining these
relocation costs. This estimate should set forth all labor, material and equipment costs as well as appropriate
overheads normally charged by the utility. If contract forces will be used on the project the contract work should be
done under competitive bid and approved by the Highway Agency prior to approval of the contract work. The
compensable work estimate shall also provide appropriate credits for used life, salvage and betterment when
applicable. For more detailed information on these credits see FDM 18-15-20.
17.10 Utility Agreement – Locally Funded
Utility work is normally performed under an agreement with the utility. Two documents have been developed to
handle these agreements between the utility and the Highway Agency. The Lump Sum Agreement is used for
projects where work is well defined and contains no variables that could affect the cost agreed to. Under this type
of agreement the utility prepares an estimate covering all the cost they anticipate having in the relocation of its
facilities. This estimate along with the signed release of rights document and the agreement are reviewed by the
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Highway Agency and if found acceptable approved by the Highway Agency. Once approved by all parties the work
is performed and the utility is paid the lump sum amount as stated in the estimate. The Lump Sum Agreement is
usually reserved for agreements of low dollar value. As an example, the current limit for Lump Sum Agreements
on State projects per policy is limited to $50,000.00. A lump sum agreement form that is suitable for use on local
projects is shown in Attachment 17.10.1.
Another form of agreement is the Audit Agreement. Under this type of agreement the utility prepares an estimate
with appropriate credits as outlined above. The agreement is signed by utility officials and sent to the Highway
Agency for review. If the agreement is found acceptable, the Highway Agency approves the agreement and the
utility is authorized to perform the work. Unlike the Lump Sum Agreement, the utility is not limited to the estimated
amount with the Audit Agreement. Under the Audit Agreement, the utility costs may be higher or lower than the
estimated amount and the utility will be paid the cost actually incurred in the relocation of the agreed to work.
Normally an Audit Agreement is used for contracts over $50,000.00, but can be used for agreements of any size.
Under the Audit Agreement, the Highway Agency has the right to audit the utility records to ensure the cost
reflected in the utility’s billing were actually incurred. An audit agreement form that is suitable for use on local
projects is shown in Attachment 17.10.2.
17.11 Release of Rights Documents
When a utility has an interest in the land being acquired for a highway it is necessary to acquire that land interest
in order to provide clear title and ownership of the highway. The type of release of rights document used to acquire
these land rights will vary depending on the location of the utility facilities and the utility’s desire to remain within its
original easement on highway land or to relocate to new lands.
When a utility has land rights within the area being acquired for right of way and chooses to relocate off their
easement onto new private easement, they should provide a Quit Claim Deed to the Highway Agency for the area
they are vacating. The cost of acquiring a new easement as well as the relocation of facilities would normally be
considered as reimbursable costs and paid by the Highway Agency.
When a utility has land rights within the area being acquired for right of way and chooses to have its facilities
remain within the remaining easement area or stay on highway right of way where the easement previously existed
thereby saving the Highway Agency the cost of paying the utility to acquire a new private easement, the utility
would provide the Highway Agency with a Conveyance of Rights. When this type of release of rights document is
provided, the utility will be entitled to future reimbursement associated with the relocation or adjustment of the
existing facilities within the prior easement area should they need relocation or adjustment to accommodate
expanded or additional highway improvements.
If a Highway Agency does not desire to be placed in a position where they may be held responsible for future utility
relocation costs, they should require a Quit Claim Deed be provided and pay the utility the cost to acquire
replacement land rights for the land right being lost through the highway taking. However, it should be kept in mind
that a utility will usually acquire a new easement just outside the right of way being acquired for highway use and in
fact have to be paid for the relocation should the need arise to acquire additional right of way in the future.
Each permanent release of rights document, either the Quit Claim Deed or the Conveyance of Rights,
must be signed by an authorized utility representative, and recorded with the County Register of Deeds. In
order to record the documents, each will have to be authenticated by an attorney licensed to practice law, or
notarized by a licensed Notary Public. Copies of the original recorded release of rights document should be
submitted to the utility company and to the local unit of government.
WisDOT has developed a Quit Claim Deed and a Conveyance of Rights document that can be modified for a
specific county, city, village, or town.
Form Type
Quit Claim Deed
Conveyance of Rights

County
Attachment 17.11.1
Attachment 17.11.5

City
Attachment 17.11.2
Attachment 17.11.6

Village
Attachment 17.11.3
Attachment 17.11.7

Town
Attachment 17.11.4
Attachment 17.11.8

There are times when the Highway Agency is acquiring a Temporary Limited Easement (TLE) in order to construct
a portion of a highway improvement project. Whenever a TLE is obtained in an area where a utility has a land
interest, any utility facilities within the TLE are compensable. In order to provide that compensation, the Highway
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Agency needs to acquire a temporary land right from the utility. A document signed by the utility company is
needed to convey this temporary land interest. A Quit Claim Deed or a Conveyance of Rights In Land would be
inappropriate because they are permanent documents. A temporary document is required in which the utility
company acknowledges that they have an interest in the land and that they are aware of our proposed work. A
Temporary Construction Easement is the document most commonly used.
Many utility company easements place restrictions on what kind of excavation can occur in the easement area.
Often work associated with a highway project may violate those restrictions. A Temporary Construction Easement
removes any utility company restrictions on the land for the duration of the highway project, allowing the highway
work to proceed. If a utility company balks at signing a Temporary Construction Easement and they have no
compensable relocations, the Highway Agency can settle for a letter from the utility stating that they are aware of
the project and that the project will not adversely affect their easement rights. If there is some compensable
relocation, the Highway Agency needs to acquire a temporary land right from the utility in order to be able to pay
them. The Temporary Construction Easement must be signed by the utility in order for them to receive payment.
There are two versions of the Temporary Construction Easement document. See Attachment 17.11.9 for a sample
of a Temporary Construction Easement for Traditional Plats. A Temporary Construction Easement for a
Transportation Project Plat (TPP) will have slightly different wording than a Temporary Construction Easement for
a non-TPP project. The right of way plat for a TPP is recorded at the County Register of Deeds office. However,
this will frequently take place late in the design process, possibly after the Project Plans package is sent to the
utility companies. Since the Temporary Construction Easement is not recorded, it does not have to contain the
recording information of the TPP. It can merely refer to the right of way plat by project ID number and state that the
plat is available for viewing at the Highway Agency office. See Attachment 17.11.10 for a sample of a Temporary
Construction Easement for Transportation Project Plats.
When a Permanent Limited Easement (PLE) is acquired in an area where a utility has a land interest, any utility
facilities within the PLE are compensable. Since the Highway Agency is not the underlying fee owner, a
Conveyance of Rights is not the proper document to use because the utility would be giving up its right to be on
the land and the Highway Agency does not have the authority to grant permission to occupy the land to the utility.
In a PLE area a Temporary Construction Easement should be used. This document expires when the work is
completed and yet provides the Highway Agency with a document that both acknowledges the utility land interest
and temporarily releases any restrictions that might affect construction activities.
Note: The original signed Temporary Construction Easement should be filed in the Project Real Estate
files. Copies of the signed Temporary Construction Easement should be kept in the Region Management
Consultant Utility Unit files.
17.12 Basic Utility Acquisition Process
The following format outlines the basic steps to be followed for normal utility acquisition.
1. Project concept is developed, determination made if any utility facilities are compensable. Decision
regarding Federal/State Funding is made and included in the SMA document.
2. The Highway Agency sends the respective utility a Notice of Reimbursable Work. This notice includes: A
draft release of rights document, a right of way plat, either a lump sum or an audit agreement form, and
associated plans and cross sections.
3. The utility prepares an estimate for the cost of adjustment of its reimbursable facilities as shown on the
right of way plat and returns the estimate along with the signed agreement and release of rights document
to the Highway Agency.
4. The Highway Agency reviews the estimate and, if found acceptable, has the proper highway officials sign
the agreement.
5. Where federal funds are used to acquire the utility interest, utility estimate packet (the proposed plan,
estimate, signed agreement and release of rights document) must be submitted to the Region
Management Consultant prior to the start of any compensable utility work. At this same time a 3-party
utility agreement is submitted for approval.
The Region Management Consultant forwards the 3-party utility agreement and utility estimate packet to
the Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator in the Bureau of Technical Services Utility and Access Unit.
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The Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator reviews the 3-party utility agreement and utility estimate packet
and if acceptable, has the Technical Services Chief of the Acquisition and Services Section of the Bureau
of Technical Services sign the 3-party utility agreement. The Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator returns
the signed 3-party utility agreement to the Highway Agency through the Region Management Consultant.
6. The Highway Agency returns the fully executed agreement to the utility and authorizes the utility to
proceed with work. Attachment 17.12.1 is a sample letter returning the approved utility agreement to the
utility company and authorizing them to begin work. The release of rights document is sent to the Register
of Deeds for recording. Attachment 17.12.2 is a sample letter sending the release of rights document to
the County Register of Deeds for recording. When the release of rights document is recorded and
returned, a copy of the document bearing the recording data should be sent to the utility.
7. When the utility adjustments are complete the utility will send a bill to the Highway Agency for the
reimbursable portion of the utility work. The Highway Agency should review the bill to ensure it conforms
to the estimate, and then pay the bill. Attachment 17.12.3 is a sample letter for sending the check to the
utility company for a lump sum agreement. Attachment 17.12.4 is a sample letter for sending the check to
the utility company for an audit agreement.
8. When Federal funds are used, the Highway Agency sends a letter requesting reimbursement and a copy
of the detailed invoice from the utility to the Region Management Consultant. The Management Consultant
will forward the request for reimbursement and supporting documentation to the Statewide Utility Projects
Coordinator. The Statewide Utility Projects Coordinator will review the supporting documentation to assure
that the costs are reasonable and in compliance with the original agreement and then authorize payment
to the Highway Agency. WisDOT then cuts a check to the Highway Agency.
If the agreement is an audit type, the agency or WisDOT may audit the utility records to verify the charges. This is
optional and is not required if the Highway Agency is satisfied with the charges itemized in the billing.

THE UTILITY ACQUISITION PROCESS IS CONSIDERED COMPLETE!
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17.13 Typical Time Sequence
Weeks Prior to bid
letting of highway
contract
ITEM OF WORK
Project concept created, utility funding decision made
State-Municipal Agreement is created

26 – 52

Right of way plat is prepared
Highway Agency approves right of way plat
Survey and Engineering by Utility
Utility Prepares Estimate
Utility executes forms (Agreement & Release of Rights documents)
Estimates and Agreements are returned to Highway Agency
Highway Agency reviews estimate. WisDOT Management Consultant Utility
Coordinator reviews if Federal funds are used to purchase Utility Parcels
Highway Agency Officials sign utility agreement
Utility Coordination Meeting is held
Highway Agency returns agreement to Utility and authorizes work to begin

20

Highway Agency sends release of rights document to the Register of Deeds Office for
recording. After recording, a copy of the release of rights document is sent to Utility by
the Highway Agency.
Utility performs fieldwork per agreement *
WisDOT reviews plans and certifies the project clear for letting

-0-

Highway contract is let to bid
Highway contract is awarded
Pre-construction meeting is held
Highway construction work is performed

Completion and
Payment Stage

Utility prepares and submits bill for relocation work
Highway Agency reviews bill: performs audit if applicable
Highway Agency makes payment
Project is complete

* Every effort should be made to have utility work completed prior to highway construction.
Note, texts in italics indicate a task performed by the Highway Agency.
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Attachment 17.1.1: Local Project Utility Coordination Task List
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Attachment 17.1.1: Local Project Utility Coordination Task List
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Attachment 17.1.1: Local Project Utility Coordination Task List
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Attachment 17.2.1: Field Review Checklist
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Attachment 17.2.2: Facility Inquiry
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Attachment 17.3.1: Notice of Compensable Work
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Attachment 17.3.1: Notice of Compensable Work
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Attachment 17.3.2: Notice of Project – Non-Compensable
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Attachment 17.3.3: Utility Work Plan Reminder Letter
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Attachment 17.8.1: Three Party Utility Audit Agreement for Local Projects
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Attachment 17.8.1: Three Party Utility Audit Agreement for Local Projects
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Attachment 17.10.1: Lump Sum Agreement for Local Projects
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Attachment 17.10.1: Lump Sum Agreement for Local Projects
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Attachment 17.10.2: Audit Agreement for Local Projects
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Attachment 17.10.2: Audit Agreement for Local Projects
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Attachment 17.11.1: Quit Claim Deed - County
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Attachment 17.11.1: Quit Claim Deed - County
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Attachment 17.11.2: Quit Claim Deed - City
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Attachment 17.11.2: Quit Claim Deed - City
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Attachment 17.11.3: Quit Claim Deed - Village
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Attachment 17.11.3: Quit Claim Deed - Village
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Attachment 17.11.4: Quit Claim Deed - Town
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Attachment 17.11.4: Quit Claim Deed - Town
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Attachment 17.11.5: Conveyance of Rights - County
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Attachment 17.11.5: Conveyance of Rights - County
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Attachment 17.11.6: Conveyance of Rights - City
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Attachment 17.11.6: Conveyance of Rights - City
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Attachment 17.11.7: Conveyance of Rights - Village
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Attachment 17.11.7: Conveyance of Rights - Village
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Attachment 17.11.8: Conveyance of Rights - Town
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Attachment 17.11.8: Conveyance of Rights - Town
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Attachment 17.11.9: Temporary Construction Easement – Traditional Plat
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Attachment 17.11.10: Temporary Construction Easement – TPP
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Attachment 17.12.1: Authorization to Begin Work
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Attachment 17.12.2: Request for Recording
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Attachment 17.12.3: Payment for Lump Sum Agreements
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Attachment 17.12.4: Payment for Audit Agreements
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